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rescue package. 

• More on US profits: 
Financial sector profits 
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corporate earnings.   

• Remarkable rally? Even 
with the Dow touching 
11,000 for a nanosecond, 
we don’t have all-clear, 
especially with lingering 
problems in Greece. 

• Frugality abates?  We 
don’t think so.  If left to 
their own devices, 
Americans would be 
focused on frugality and 
saving for the future if 
politicians created the 
incentives to do so. 

• Setting the record straight 
on the bond debate. 

• Update on our propriety 
valuation models – US 
equities still the most 
overvalued asset 
class.

The Greek saga is a new version of the never-ending story and over the weekend 
the Eurozone nations cobbled together yet a new rescue package estimated at a 
maximum $61 billion in total loans (with IMF help).  If you recall, we also had a 
March financial plan in place but apparently was so restrictive that the markets 
did not believe that Greece could ever meet the conditions and so Greek bonds 
were hammered in recent weeks and spreads off German bunds blew out while 
the euro continued to weaken – even against basket-case currencies like 
Sterling.  Greek default concerns should now abate (CDS spreads have already 
collapsed to three-month lows and Greek bonds have rallied 124 bps to 5.92%) 
but to be honest, the market reaction overnight has been tepid at best, though 
overall sentiment is slightly positive still.   

The euro is bid (up to a three-week high), as are stocks and commodities but 
modestly (emerging market equities were held back by a 4.4% slide in Thailand 
as political turmoil continues – China’s market was down 0.5% and held 
emerging markets to no gain today as well).  Bond yields are up a few basis 
points.   

Based on the few voiceblasts from Wall Street research departments we have 
received so far today, strategists are becoming more cyclical in their equity 
allocations and economists are treating the latest private payroll rebound as 
gospel (even if at odds with the ADP survey) and revising up both Q1 and Q2 real 
GDP estimates for the USA.   Having worked on the “sell side”, we can assure 
you that the pressures to be bullish at all times is intense, and the vast majority 
of the “bulls” who managed to get it right over the past year never saw the credit 
downturn coming and most of the economists began to call for recession long 
after it occurred.   

It is very interesting to see that the arbiters at the National Bureau of Economic 
Research are still very wary about even declaring that we are in a recovery 
despite the  70%+ rally off the lows (see “Arbiters of Recessions Wary of 
Certifying an Upturn” on page B1 of today’s NYT).  While much of the focus is in 
real GDP, it is not clear that GDI (income) is signaling anything more than a one-
quarter blip right now.  The government release of private payrolls is showing 
gains but the rival ADP survey just flagged a new all-time low.  Outside of 
government transfers, personal income is still on a downward path.  Housing is 
showing no sign of recovery.  What we have is modest consumer growth aided by 
intense government support and an arithmetic contribution from inventories.   
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As it stands, everything from shipments to orders to auto sales to output to 
employment to housing starts to home sales are still nowhere near their pre-
recession levels.  And it should not be lost on anyone that the S&P 500 is still 
down 24% from the highs and has gone nowhere now for over a decade and so 
unless you are a gifted day-trader, all we are left with is three bull markets, two 
bubbles, two collapses and a heck of a lot volatility – and nothing to show for it 
except a lot of red ink and a lot of sleepless nights.   

No doubt we have had a very flashy bear market rally over the past year but as 
we said in the past, the Nikkei enjoyed 260,000 cumulative rally points over the 
past two decades and the market is still 70% lower today than it was two 
decades ago despite all the tradable bull runs and temporary episodes of 
economic renewal.    

We are seeing a stimulus-led 
recovery in the statistics but 
remember these data are 
calculated off the worst 
levels from last year.  

Yes, yes, we are seeing a stimulus-led recovery in the statistics and the YoY data 
now appear boom-like in the USA as the data are calculated off the worst levels 
from March of last year. If truth be told, the level of retail sales in March was no 
higher than it was three years ago.  Look at the charts below of the 5-year and 
10-year trends in real and nominal GDP which includes the recession and 
expansion phase to “normalize” what the trend in economic activity really looks 
like.   

The trend in “real growth” is around 2.65% and the trend in “nominal growth” is 
down to 5-6%.  This is why assumptions over investment returns in pension 
plans that still rely on the magical 8% level are completely out of date – that 
worked only in the days of the 1970s and 1980s and perhaps part of the 1990s 
when there was inflation and very strong demographics spurring on nominal 
growth and total returns.  Those days are long gone and insofar as investment 
returns mirror the trend in nominal GDP, those “expected” returns should be no 
higher than 6% -- likely lower.  

From 1978 to 1992, the yield on the 10-year T-note was north of 8% on a 
consistent basis; today, to get that yield, you have to go into the single-B 
corporate bond market.  That is a big difference in the amount of risk that has to 
be taken on today to try and secure that 8% return – the difference between 
going to AAA and B in the fixed-income market. 
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CHART 1: THE FIVE-YEAR TREND IN REAL GDP AT 2.6% 

United States: Real GDP 
(5-year annualized change) 

 

Source: Haver Analytics, Gluskin Sheff 

 

CHART 2: THE 10-YEAR TREND IN REAL GDP AT 2.7% 

United States: Real GDP 
(10-year annualized change) 

 

Source: Haver Analytics, Gluskin Sheff 
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CHART 3: FIVE-YEAR TREND IN NOMINAL GDP AT 4.7% 

United States: Nominal GDP 
(5-year annualized change) 

 

Source: Haver Analytics, Gluskin Sheff 

 

CHART 4: THE 10-YEAR TREND IN NOMINAL GDP AT 5.9% 

United States: Nominal GDP 
(10-year annualized change) 

 

Source: Haver Analytics, Gluskin Sheff 

 

Finally, Q1 earnings season kicks off today with Alcoa after the bell.  There is a 
nifty little article on page C1 of the WSJ which notes that when we head into 
quarters with tremendous optimism and a very low negative earnings 
preannouncement ratio like we have now (1.3x versus the long-turn norm of 
2.1x), the equity market struggles in the first month of the reporting season as 
either the results do not live up to their billing or they do and a round of profit-
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taking takes hold.  When negative pre-announcements are low, the S&P 500 is 
down 1% on average the first month of the reporting quarter.  When pessimism 
is high and the negative pre-announcement ratio is above-normal, the market 
rallies an average of 2.1%. 

THE PROFIT PICTURE — THE REAL STORY  

Total U.S. corporate profits (national accounts basis) rose 30.6% YoY in Q4, a 
huge swing from the -25.1% trend a year ago.  

Financial sector profits have 
soared 240%, which is 
unprecedented.  

Almost the entire story is in the Financial sector where profits have soared 
240%, which is unprecedented.  With the banks shrinking their asset base, the 
surge in earnings has been due to the ability to ‘extend and pretend’ post the 
FASB 157 changes a year ago and the ability to play a super steep yield curve.    

Financial sector profits have accounted for 85% of the overall increase in 
corporate earnings.  Total nonfinancial earnings are up the grand total of 5.2% 
on a YoY basis, though this is still much better than the -17.9% pace a year ago.   

CHART 5: FINANCIAL SECTOR EARNINGS GROWTH —  
“I”-SHAPED RECOVERY 

United States: Financial Sector Corporate Profits 
(year-over-year percent change) 

Source: Haver Analytics, Gluskin Sheff 

The financial share of total profits bottomed at 10.8% in 2008 Q4 and has since 
soared to 28.2%, one of the highest shares ever (and never higher before the 
credit bubble of the last cycle).  This does not look sustainable to me.   
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CHART 6: FINANCIAL SECTOR SHARE OF PROFITS 

United States: Financial Sector Profits as a share of Total Corporate Profits 
(percent) 
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Source: Haver Analytics, Gluskin Sheff 

REMARKABLE RALLY 
In January, the Dow was dipping below 10,000 and now is flirting right near 
11,000 (it broke just above that threshold for a nanosecond) for the first time 
since September 26th, 2008.  The blue-chip stock index is now up 68% from 
the lows.  And as a measure of complacency, the VIZ index closed Friday at 
a  30-month low of 16.14.  
 
All that said, we hardly have an all-clear signal -- at least when it comes to the 
lingering problems in Greece.  Obviously, Fitch isn't too impressed with the EU-
IMF rescue plan, which likely isn't large enough and which requires unanimous 
continental consent. And the markets are not convinced either that Greece will 
avoid a debt restructuring with 10-year yields stuck well above 7% (vs. 3%+ in 
Germany). And signs of some contagion to the other Club Med countries were 
highlighted by last week's 18 bps jump in Portugal bond yields to 4.33% and 
the 9 bps increase in Spain bonds to 3.9%.  

Remarkable rally? We hardly 
have an all-clear signal. 

And look at what the price of gold is doing, the classic safe-haven:  it finished 
the week at its high point for the year at $1,165 an ounce -- up 4% for the 
week. And seeing as bullion is generally inversely correlated with risk-taking, 
this would otherwise be consistent with a downbeat stock market -- yet equity 
values too are at their highs for 2010. Go figure. 

A FEW REMINDERS ... 
That not everything is going up in a straight line.  Magazine ad revenues are 
somehow missing out on the "orders" revival on display in Floyd Norris' column 
in the Saturday NYT (page B3) -- down 9.4% YoY in the last quarter.  
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The question is not if the economy is recovering -- the equity market priced out 
the recession in the first 30% move off the March lows.  The last 40% of the 
rally is discounting the sustainability of the expansion and that prospect is still 
rather tenuous when one considers that the recovery so far has been one part 
inventory contribution to two parts government stimulus.  The government is 
underwriting 90% of the mortgage market right now, but not even this 
infiltration has managed to prevent rates from backing up 50 bps from where 
they were at the start of the year.   

Nor will it prevent a further correction in home prices in many parts of the 
country, especially at the mid-to-higher end, which some of the monthly 
indicators have been picking up of late, and likely only a matter of time before 
this next leg down is evident in the key Case-Shiller index.  Strategic debt 
defaults are freeing up cash flow for the consumer at this time -- we did our 
own estimate and found that the decline in household debt-service payments 
in the past year that could not be explained by the behaviour of interest rates 
alone, has amounted to a huge $190 billion.  Whether its $120 billion as we 
cited from a Columbia U study on Friday, or $190 billion, this cash flow 
cushion that formerly distressed homeowners are receiving is 
massive.  Whether it is sustainable or not is another question.   

Strategic debt defaults on 
homes is freeing up between 
$120-190 billion in 
consumer cash flow. 

Then we have the Obama tax relief -- 400 dollars in relief for lower income 
earners and of course the 250 dollar freebie for Social Security 
recipients.  Again -- as we saw in the winter and spring of 2008, temporary tax 
cuts provide temporary relief.   The outlook for the second half of the year and 
into 2011 is as murky as ever as all this stimulus (including the homebuyer 
tax credit -- how can we forget) fades away along with the inventory 
contribution to GDP, which started with the auto sector and will likely have run 
its course by the second quarter absent a more visible improvement in final 
sales (this goes down, by the way, as the second weakest recovery in real 
demand on record.  The first half of 2002 was the weakest and we all know 
what happened to the inventory cycle (aborted), the equity bounce back 
(same), the ISM (huge retracement),  bond market (selloff reversed) and 
equity market (fresh lows) in the second half of that year.   

FRUGALITY ABATES?  

Page L23 of Barron's quotes a portfolio manager who says "In tough economic 
times, such predictions as the disappearance of the American consumer can 
come back to bite you.  Americans love to spend.  They sacrifice to do it".  Now, 
from our lens, that isn't quite right.  If left to their own devices, Americans would 
be focussed on frugality and saving for the future if politicians created the 
incentives to do that but instead a complete fiscal infrastructure has been 
constructed with the sole aim of spurring conspicuous consumption.  

President Bush ordered the nation to "go shopping" after 9-11.  President 
Obama's strategy is one of subsidizing auto and home purchases, temporary tax 
cuts and a nudge-nudge, forced loan modifications and foreclosure moratoria 
not to mention a nudge-nudge, wink-wink approach towards strategic mortgage 
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defaults which in the 1930s would have been shameful and today has become 
the latest fashion.  
 
Be that as it may, the frugality theme has not totally subsided.  And for a good 
take on this, have a look at "Not-as-Big Spenders" on page C1 of the Saturday 
NYT -- see how the affluent are living in the post-bubble world. Less 
ostentatiously.   

Even with unprecedented 
efforts to stem the rising tide 
of red ink, with tax hikes, 
furloughs and cuts to 
services, the collective 
deficit is running at $35 
billion. 

FISCAL STIMULUS OR DRAG 
The state and local government figures are in for 2009 and showed a record 
revenue slide of 6% for the year.  And even with unprecedented efforts to stem 
the rising tide of red ink, with tax hikes, furloughs and cuts to services, the 
collective deficit is running at $35 billion.  

SETTING THE RECORD STRAIGHT ON THE BOND DEBATE 
You really have to have a read of "Yield Views Couldn't Differ More" on page B1 
of the weekend WSJ.  It pits Jim Caron, a good pal and former Merrill rates-
strategist colleague against Goldman Sach's Jan Hatzius, a former formidable 
competitor and I would argue runs one of the best, if not the best, economics 
houses on Wall Street.  Jim is bond bearish, Jan is bond bullish.  The world pretty 
well knows my view.  The article talked more about supply than it did about 
inflation, which is the much more critical ingredient in any simulation of interest 
rate determination.   

Jim Caron makes the claim that the US government has never before been 
raising so much debt to finance the bloated fiscal deficit and roll over existing 
obligations.  But if truth be told, the US government never before paid down as 
much debt as it did previously back in that surplus year of 1999 and the 
Treasury market got hammered.  Why?  An economic boom absorbed all the 
slack in the economy and causes a brief episode of inflationary pressure.   That 
was the cause.  Just as in 2002 the deficit exploded, bonds rallied massively 
because deflationary risks moved to the front burner.  Yes, Virginia -- deficits and 
deflation can co-exist for extended periods of time.  Ask anyone who has lived in 
Osaka over the past decade.  
 
The two Jimmies (Caron and Grant) are entitled to their opinions but not their 
own facts, and I have run similar correlations as Jan Hatzius has and there is no 
comparison between fiscal deficits and inflation when it comes to bond yield 
analysis.  If the deficits and bond issuance are occurring at a time when the 
economy is approaching full employment and private sector balance sheets are 
expanding, then for sure interest rates will be on a rising trend.  But fiscal 
deficits that are designed to cushion the blow from a credit contraction, 
especially among households, generate far different results.  With credit 
contracting, rents deflating, the broad money supply measures now declining 
and unit labour costs dropping at a record rate, it hardly seems plausible that 
inflation is a risk at any time on the near- or intermediate-term forecasting 
horizon.  

The US government never 
before paid down as much 
debt as it did previously back 
in that surplus year of 1999 
and the Treasury market got 
hammered.  
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Plus, keep in mind that the price-setter for the entire retail sector, Wal-Mart, just 
announced price cuts on 10,000 items -- you heard that right.  That is deflation, 
not disinflation or inflation or any other 'flation.  And just to show you the 
enormity of this announcement, the CPI contains 8,018 items!   

The "Current Yield" column in Barrons also runs with the bond-bear theme 
("Next, a Sharp Jump in T-Yields").  This time, and again, it focuses on the 
Morgan Stanley forecast of a 5.5% peak in the yield of the 10-year note.  We are 
told in the article to throw away the econometric models of the past and rely 
solely on the supply backdrop.   

Again, this logic defies how bonds rallied through most of the Reagan years 
despite all the bond supply used to spend the Russians out of submission in 
terms of military expenditure.  We are also told that the consensus is 
underestimating the recovery -- another reason to be bearish on bonds.  But to 
get to 5.5% we had better get one heck of a renewed expansion in bank lending 
and household balance sheets and a good dose of inflation.  It sounds so 
outlandish. We didn't even get past 5.25% at the 2007 peak with a late-cycle 
economic boom, a record-high stock market, dramatic credit expansion, a tight 
monetary policy stance and sky-high deficits -- not to mention an unemployment 
rate closer to 4% than 10% 

Bonds rallied through most 
of the Reagan years despite 
all the bond supply used to 
spend the Russians out of 
submission in terms of 
military expenditure.   

And to top it off, the front page of the Sunday NYT runs with "U.S. Consumers 
Face End of Era of Cheap Credit".  When the view of higher interest rates comes 
to dominate the media as much as it has in recent days, you know that 
something else is bound to happen. That NYT article stated that housing "has 
only recently begun to rebound" -- well, when you look at the chart of new home 
sales, housing starts and the NAHB index, it's very difficult to detect any rebound 
at all…     

One reason why interest 
rates cannot rise is because 
if they do, there will never be 
a sustained improvement in 
the pace of economic 
activity, especially housing. 

One reason why interest rates cannot rise is because if they do, there will never 
be a sustained improvement in the pace of economic activity.  Housing is the 
classic leading indicator, and the most interest-sensitive sector, and until it 
revives, it seems highly unlikely that bond yields will rise on any sustained basis 
or that the Fed will embark on a path towards higher policy rates.   For a truly 
sombre assessment on the prospects for a housing recovery, see what Robert 
Shiller has to say on page 5 of the Sunday NYT biz section. ("Don't Bet The Farm 
on the Housing Recovery"). 

COMMENT ON VALUATIONS 

The Canadian dollar is about 
7% overvalued, according to 
our model. 

We re-ran our fair-value Canadian dollar model.  Keep in mind that it is still 
rising, signalling a secular bull market.  But the fair-value estimate is at 93 
cents, meaning that the loonie is around 7% overvalued.  A year ago, the fair-
value estimate was sitting at 87 cents at a time when the currency was hovering 
around 80 cents -- flashing a major "buy" signal.  Even if the Bank of Canada 
hikes rates as the money market expects, and even if commodity prices rose 
another 10% from here, the needle would move to 96 cents as far as the fair-
value line is concerned.   Our advice -- wait for the eventual pullback.   
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Our U.S. equity models point to roughly a 15% overvaluation right now for the 
S&P 500.  The range on our models is 955 to 1200. The Canadian market is 
only overvalued by 8% or by half as much.  The min:max on out TSX models is 
10,900 to 11,520.  

The US equity market is 
about 15% overvalued, 
nearly double that of the 
TSX. As for sectors, financials are the most overvalued on both sides of the border. 

Tech, telecom and health care have the most compelling valuation metrics in 
both the U.S. and Canadian markets.  If there are bilateral discrepancies, 
Canadian utilities now look expensive relative to their U.S. counterparts.  Energy 
and tech are more attractively priced in Canada right now -- tech, in fact, is the 
most undervalued area of the TSX today (followed by health care).   

Although commodity prices are discounting global GDP growth of 5%, which is 
one ppt above the consensus, materials is the fourth most expensive Canadian 
sector; in the U.S., it is the second most overvalued segment.  

Corporate bonds have also moved into overvalued terrain.  Our proprietary 
models point to 265 bps as fair-value whereas this latest leg of the rally has 
taken Baa spreads down to nearly 240 bps.  The range on the models go from 
as low as 240 bps to 305 bps so spreads are in the range. But at the very low 
end and what the models suggest, much like the equity market is that there 
really is limited room for further improvement unless investors are willing to pay 
for taking on risk as opposed to getting paid for taking on the risk in these asset 
classes.   

MONEY AND CREDIT CONTRACTION 

M2 declined by 11.7 billion dollars in the March 29th week and MZM fell by 
$5.2 billion.  Both are down 4 weeks in a row.  On a 13-week rate of change 
basis, M2 has contracted at a 2% annual rate.  MZM is down 7.2% over this time 
frame.    

M2 and MZM continued to 
decline last week, for the 
fourth week in a row.  

In other words, liquidity conditions are no longer sources of support for the 
overall investment landscape.  The Fed has also allowed the monetary base to 
shrink over the course of the past month.  So while policy rates are still low, the 
abundance of money supply evident in the broad monetary aggregates is 
beginning to recede.   

Bank credit is still shrinking with total loans and leases being run down by 13.2 
billion dollars in the latest week. Over the past 13 weeks, bank lending to 
households and businesses has declined at an 8% annual rate.   

The banks have been buyers of late of government securities -- adding $185 
billion to their cache in the past year.  This has helped finance around 15% of 
the fiscal deficit and the commercial banks still have 1.3 trillion in cash assets 
to put to work in the bond market since there is little chance these reserves will 
ever be deployed into nonliquid assets such as consumer or real estate loans.  
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Gluskin Sheff at a Glance 
Gluskin Sheff + Associates Inc. is one of Canada’s pre-eminent wealth management firms.  
Founded in 1984 and focused primarily on high net worth private clients, we are dedicated to the 
prudent stewardship of our clients’ wealth through the delivery of strong, risk-adjusted 
investment returns together with the highest level of personalized client service. 
OVERVIEW 
As of December 31, 2009, the Firm 
managed assets of $5.3 billion. 

Gluskin Sheff became a publicly traded 
corporation on the Toronto Stock 
Exchange (symbol: GS) in May 2006 and 
remains 54% owned by its senior 
management and employees. We have 
public company accountability and 
governance with a private company 
commitment to innovation and service. 

Our investment interests are directly 
aligned with those of our clients, as 
Gluskin Sheff’s management and 
employees are collectively the largest 
client of the Firm’s investment portfolios. 

We offer a diverse platform of investment 
strategies (Canadian and U.S. equities, 
Alternative and Fixed Income) and 
investment styles (Value, Growth and 
Income).1 

The minimum investment required to 
establish a client relationship with the 
Firm is $3 million for Canadian investors 
and $5 million for U.S. & International 
investors. 

PERFORMANCE 
$1 million invested in our Canadian Value 
Portfolio in 1991 (its inception date) 
would have grown to $10.7 million2 on 
December 31, 2009 versus $5.5 million for 
the S&P/TSX Total Return Index over 
the same period.  

$1 million usd invested in our U.S. 
Equity Portfolio in 1986 (its inception 
date) would have grown to $11.7 million 
usd

2 on December 31, 2009 versus $9.2 
million usd for the S&P 500 Total 
Return Index over the same period. 

 

INVESTMENT STRATEGY & TEAM 
We have strong and stable portfolio 
management, research and client service 
teams. Aside from recent additions, our 
Portfolio Managers have been with the 
Firm for a minimum of ten years and we 
have attracted “best in class” talent at all 
levels. Our performance results are those 
of the team in place. 

 
Our investment 
interests are directly 
aligned with those of 
our clients, as Gluskin 
Sheff’s management and 
employees are 
collectively the largest 
client of the Firm’s 
investment portfolios. 
 
 
$1 million invested in our 

Canadian Value Portfolio 

in 1991 (its inception 

date) would have grown to 

$10.7 million2 on 

December 31, 2009 

versus $5.5 million for the 

S&P/TSX Total Return 

Index over the same 

period. 

We have a strong history of insightful 
bottom-up security selection based on 
fundamental analysis.  

For long equities, we look for companies 
with a history of long-term growth and 
stability, a proven track record, 
shareholder-minded management and a 
share price below our estimate of intrinsic 
value. We look for the opposite in 
equities that we sell short.  

For corporate bonds, we look for issuers 
with a margin of safety for the payment 
of interest and principal, and yields which 
are attractive relative to the assessed 
credit risks involved. 

We assemble concentrated portfolios — 
our top ten holdings typically represent 
between 25% to 45% of a portfolio. In this 
way, clients benefit from the ideas in 
which we have the highest conviction. 

Our success has often been linked to our 
long history of investing in under-
followed and under-appreciated small 
and mid cap companies both in Canada 
and the U.S. 

PORTFOLIO CONSTRUCTION  
For further information, 
please contact 
questions@gluskinsheff.com 

In terms of asset mix and portfolio 
construction, we offer a unique marriage 
between our bottom-up security-specific 
fundamental analysis and our top-down 
macroeconomic view.
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Unless otherwise noted, all values are in Canadian dollars. 
1. Not all investment strategies are available to non-Canadian investors.  Please contact Gluskin Sheff for information specific to your situation. 
2. Returns are based on the composite of segregated Value and U.S. Equity portfolios, as applicable, and are presented net of fees and expenses. 
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES 
Copyright 2010 Gluskin Sheff + Associates Inc. (“Gluskin Sheff”).  All rights 
reserved.  This report is prepared for the use of Gluskin Sheff clients and 
subscribers to this report and may not be redistributed, retransmitted or 
disclosed, in whole or in part, or in any form or manner, without the express 
written consent of Gluskin Sheff.  Gluskin Sheff reports are distributed 
simultaneously to internal and client websites and other portals by Gluskin 
Sheff and are not publicly available materials.  Any unauthorized use or 
disclosure is prohibited.   

Gluskin Sheff may own, buy, or sell, on behalf of its clients, securities of 
issuers that may be discussed in or impacted by this report. As a result, 
readers should be aware that Gluskin Sheff may have a conflict of interest 
that could affect the objectivity of this report.  This report should not be 
regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgment 
and readers are encouraged to seek independent, third-party research on 
any companies covered in or impacted by this report.  

Individuals identified as economists do not function as research analysts 
under U.S. law and reports prepared by them are not research reports under 
applicable U.S. rules and regulations. Macroeconomic analysis is 
considered investment research for purposes of distribution in the U.K. 
under the rules of the Financial Services Authority. 

Neither the information nor any opinion expressed constitutes an offer or an 
invitation to make an offer, to buy or sell any securities or other financial 
instrument or any derivative related to such securities or instruments (e.g., 
options, futures, warrants, and contracts for differences).  This report is not 
intended to provide personal investment advice and it does not take into 
account the specific investment objectives, financial situation and the 
particular needs of any specific person.  Investors should seek financial 
advice regarding the appropriateness of investing in financial instruments 
and implementing investment strategies discussed or recommended in this 
report and should understand that statements regarding future prospects 
may not be realized.  Any decision to purchase or subscribe for securities in 
any offering must be based solely on existing public information on such 
security or the information in the prospectus or other offering document 
issued in connection with such offering, and not on this report. 

Securities and other financial instruments discussed in this report, or 
recommended by Gluskin Sheff, are not insured by the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation and are not deposits or other obligations of any 
insured depository institution. Investments in general and, derivatives, in 
particular, involve numerous risks, including, among others, market risk, 
counterparty default risk and liquidity risk.  No security, financial instrument 
or derivative is suitable for all investors.  In some cases, securities and 
other financial instruments may be difficult to value or sell and reliable 
information about the value or risks related to the security or financial 
instrument may be difficult to obtain.  Investors should note that income 
from such securities and other financial instruments, if any, may fluctuate 
and that price or value of such securities and instruments may rise or fall 

and, in some cases, investors may lose their entire principal investment.  
Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance.  Levels 
and basis for taxation may change. 

Foreign currency rates of exchange may adversely affect the value, price or 
income of any security or financial instrument mentioned in this report.  
Investors in such securities and instruments effectively assume currency 
risk. 

Materials prepared by Gluskin Sheff research personnel are based on public 
information.  Facts and views presented in this material have not been 
reviewed by, and may not reflect information known to, professionals in 
other business areas of Gluskin Sheff.  To the extent this report discusses 
any legal proceeding or issues, it has not been prepared as nor is it 
intended to express any legal conclusion, opinion or advice.  Investors 
should consult their own legal advisers as to issues of law relating to the 
subject matter of this report.  Gluskin Sheff research personnel’s knowledge 
of legal proceedings in which any Gluskin Sheff entity and/or its directors, 
officers and employees may be plaintiffs, defendants, co-defendants or co-
plaintiffs with or involving companies mentioned in this report is based on 
public information.  Facts and views presented in this material that relate to 
any such proceedings have not been reviewed by, discussed with, and may 
not reflect information known to, professionals in other business areas of 
Gluskin Sheff in connection with the legal proceedings or matters relevant 
to such proceedings. 

Any information relating to the tax status of financial instruments discussed 
herein is not intended to provide tax advice or to be used by anyone to 
provide tax advice.  Investors are urged to seek tax advice based on their 
particular circumstances from an independent tax professional. 

The information herein (other than disclosure information relating to Gluskin 
Sheff and its affiliates) was obtained from various sources and Gluskin 
Sheff does not guarantee its accuracy.  This report may contain links to 
third-party websites.  Gluskin Sheff is not responsible for the content of any 
third-party website or any linked content contained in a third-party website.  
Content contained on such third-party websites is not part of this report and 
is not incorporated by reference into this report. The inclusion of a link in 
this report does not imply any endorsement by or any affiliation with Gluskin 
Sheff.   

All opinions, projections and estimates constitute the judgment of the 
author as of the date of the report and are subject to change without notice.  
Prices also are subject to change without notice. Gluskin Sheff is under no 
obligation to update this report and readers should therefore assume that 
Gluskin Sheff will not update any fact, circumstance or opinion contained in 
this report. 

Neither Gluskin Sheff nor any director, officer or employee of Gluskin Sheff 
accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect or consequential 
damages or losses arising from any use of this report or its contents.  
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